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    Many know Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick as the classic American novel about the obsessive quest of Captain Ahab trying to

take revenge on the white whale, Moby-Dick who bit off his leg. But did you know it was an opera production? Jake Heggie

and Gene Scheer’s opera adaption of the iconic novel first debuted in 2010 at the Dallas Opera and has since marveled many

audiences across the world. To add to the excitement, Opera San José has incorporated Moby-Dick into this 2018-2019 season in

a co-production with Chicago Opera Theater, Utah Opera, Pittsburgh Opera, and Gran Teatre del Liceu, Barcelona.

    It was only ten years ago when San Francisco composer Jake Heggie decided to write Moby-Dick; it was something different

that no one had ever done before. After the 2010 debut,  the production was a hit. The opera finally came to California in 2012

in a grand, sweeping performance by the San Francisco Opera. With the more modest Opera San José performing the same

production this season, there were fears that the grandiose opera would be difficult to recreate on an intimate scale, however,

Opera San José undoubtedly expelled such speculations. Complete with an expansive set, dynamic music, and a charismatic cast,

the performance of Moby-Dick had audience members on the edges of their seats.
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    One of the first eye-catching features of the production was the detailed and striking backdrop and set. The tumultuous image

of waves crashing into a rocky shore greeted opera goers and hinted at the dynamic story in store for them. As the curtain rose,

the rotating ship and map patterned background recalled the grueling journey in Melville’s novel. With the gradual build-up of

the storyline, the set evolved from the bow of a ship complete with a towering mast into a whale meat production room and

finally the open and desolate ocean.

    Moby-Dick is a dynamic narrative of a sea voyage and is clearly expressed through Heggie’s original score. From the

dramatic build-ups and rousing chorus to melancholy tones and touching harmonies in the music, the opera seems to embody the

spirit of the ocean and its dynamic and calm dual personalities. In addition, the strong all-male ensemble that accompanied the

main characters and music added strength and vigor to the opera. The audience is left feeling as if they had stepped onto a ship

bursting with spirit from the sailors’ activity and their jolly tunes.
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    Without a doubt, the cast of Moby-Dick elevated the production to another level. Richard Cox’s depiction of Captain Ahab

presented the boiling hate and vengeance towards Moby-Dick in a realistic manner. The quibbling and passionate Justin Ryan

reflected Starbuck’s strong desire to return home in a vivid style. The other shipmates, Flask (Mason Gates) and Stubb (Eugene

Brancoveanu) add a sprinkle of humor with their lively singing. In addition, Ashraf Sewaliam’s booming voice and expressive

presence paint the image of Queequeg, the harpooner from the fictional Rokovoko, well. Among the nearly all-male cast,

Jasmine Habersham stands out as an exceptional Pip. Her soprano voice diversifies the singing of the tenors and baritones and

her acting reveals both the innocence and mad sides of the cabin boy. Above all the moving and ardent singing of Noah Stewart

as Greenhorn or Ishmael in Melville’s novel, leaves a lasting impact on the audience especially as he is the last to leave the

stage.

 

    Unlike what many opera-goers may expect, Moby-Dick is translated beautifully into opera form. Heggie and Scheer’s opera

does exceptionally well with the breathtaking music and rotating set and is set apart from most traditional operas where the

drama mostly happens with the singers. Yet, it is Opera San José’s production team and cast who convey the emotional and deep

meaning behind Melville’s novel so smoothly. This opera is definitely something you won’t want to miss!

Watch Opera San José’s production of Moby-Dick at the California Theater right in Downtown San Jose from 2/9-2/24. See

https://www.operasj.org/tickets/moby-dick/ for more details!
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Emily Tieu

Emily Tieu is currently a junior at Notre Dame High School and Co-Assistant Editor-in-Chief of Journalism. Outside of

school, you can always find Emily in the ballet studio dancing! She enjoys traveling and baking (especially the banana

chocolate chip muffins she makes for deadline nights.) You are sure to find her laughing with her classmates or tripping

while walking around campus. This is her third year in journalism and she is excited to continue to expand her passion for

writing!
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